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Unicorn pegasus costume

1) All civilians have the right to freedom, integrity, peace, security, privacy and honor? equally and fully.2) All civilians have rights and obligations? equal.3) Citizens (temporary and perseverance) do not have all civil rights, but they have all humanitarian rights and all elementary rights (all rights needed for proper regular course of life).4) Citizens (temporary and endurance) do not
have all the civil duties. This is because it is not on their responsibility to take care of everything in the state, because it is not their own state, but the state of civils.5) Every civilian of the state has the right and freedom to be informed of everything from everyone from everywhere in the world, to inform everyone from everywhere in the world about everything, and to exchange
information with every one from everywhere in the world about everything. All civilians in the state have the right and freedom to advertise everything to everyone from everywhere around the world, individually and publicly, including of all kinds of mass means of communication. Every civilian part of the state has the right and freedom to teach, preach, convince, and influence
everyone from everywhere in the world about everything. Every civilian part of the state has the right and freedom to be taught, to be preached, to be convinced and to be influenced by everyone from everywhere in the world, about everything. Some restrictions may be implemented for certain information by certain laws legislation, and the type and nature of illegal information
must be defined by these laws. These laws must not border on dictatorship, and must fully comply with democracy. These laws must not limit too much freedom of information and advertising, too.6) Any civilian part of the State has the right and freedom to be informed of all religious information from anywhere else in the world, to inform everyone from anywhere around the world
of all religious information, and to exchange all religious information with every one from everywhere in the world. Every civilian in the state has the right and freedom to advertise all religious information to every one from everywhere in the world, individually and publicly, including of all kinds of mass means of communication. Every civilian in the state has the right and freedom to
teach, preach, convince and influence everyone from everywhere in the world about all religious information, and every civilian part of the state has the right and freedom to change the religion of every accepter and willing one from everywhere in the world. Every civilian in the state has the right and freedom to be taught, to be preached, to be convinced, and to be influenced by
each one from in the whole world about all religious information, and every civilian part of the state has the right and freedom to change its own religion.7) Every civilian part of the state has the right and freedom to choose its own religion by its own free choice and by its own free will, and the right and freedom to have its own religion, to live by its own religion and to participate in
their own religion. American cultural values refer to common ideologies shared by the American people, while American democratic values refer to the principles explicitly or implicitly found in basic American politics (e.g. the United States Constitution). At the time of conception (1787), the U.S. Constitution was largely motivated and structured by the enduring American cultural
values of the time; and to some extent, American cultural values and American democratic values can then be seen as congruent. Since then, American cultural values have fluctuated over time, while American democratic values have also somewhat shifted or expanded as can be seen in constitutional amendments and Supreme Court interpretations. While both sets of values
have both changed simultaneously and retained a certain level of perseverance, what happens when values from each of these sets begin to contradict each other? One can cite both a divergence of American cultural values from their democratic values and extreme political polarization that influences respect and defense of American democratic values. Currently, the factions in
this division -- red states, Republicans and Trump on one side and blue states and Democrats on another -- are respectfully, roughly as divided. Certain American cultural values have gained greater weight and new values have emerged that together undermine American democratic values and thus threaten American democracy. For example, political strategies that use a victory
at all costs and in any way strategy to defend the values of one political party serve to exacerbate the American cultural value of directness/openness/honesty that threatens the American democratic value of transparent, credible government. This deterioration may be reflected in the reported drastic increase in fallacy by the White House administration and the president himself
(e.g. The fact-checker in The Washington Post reports that by July 22, 2019, Trump has told 6,420 lies since he became president). Other American democratic values that are similarly exacerbated or threatened are listed below: The common good is replaced by the good of our faction Justice is compromised by voter suppression efforts Equality is under attack for minorities
Diversity has been directly attacked as a value The rule of law is no longer mandatory for all citizens, especially those in positions of power Checks and has been directly attacked as a value The Rule of Law is no longer mandatory for all citizens, especially those who are in positions of power Checks and balances have been directly attacked as a value The Rule of Law is no
longer mandatory for all citizens, especially those in positions of power Checks and balances have been directly direct Serious questions have been raised about the role of political parties in supporting American democratic values. The Republican Party clearly has not played a leadership role in defending and supporting American democratic values. What motivates Republicans
to replace American democratic values with anti-American values in their behavior and leadership? Answer: Tribal loyalty ahead of constitutional responsibility. Motivation: unscrupulous self-interest. This includes incumbency, prestige, wealth and power, See Paul Krugman, The Great Republican Abdication. The Democratic Party is not blameless. As the hacking of the
Democratic National Committee in the 2016 election showed, the DNC not only showed bias in its support for candidates (favoring Hillary Clinton over Bernie Sanders, leading to conflict within the party), it also failed to support what should have been a winnable campaign. The first president of the United States, George Washington, was very concerned about the potential harm
that could be caused by political parties.: He was deeply concerned that they had in past history and would again continue to seek more power than other groups to the detriment of the whole. Washington was aware that other governments viewed political parties as destructive because of the temptation to manifest and retain power, but also because they would often try to draw
revenge on political opponents. Washington also saw the dangers of sectionalism (North vs. South) warning that political factions gaining enough power could seek to prevent the implementation of the laws created by Congress. He pointed out that this would prevent the three branches from performing their duties properly as described in the Constitution, Dennis Jamison October
27, 2017, CDN, Communities Digital News. SUMMARY The American tradition of relying on elected officials to faithfully and skillfully pursue the interests of their constituents is generally dead. With exceptions, many elected officials (especially Republicans) focus on pursuing their own interests and ideology. To remain in power, they hitch their future to tribal loyalty to retain
incumbency, and disregard American democratic values. Stacking the judiciary and ignoring the separation of powers are undemocratic gambits. Manipulative techniques, such a lie and baiting voters with emotional problems (e.g. race, fear), and, as appropriate, the encouragement of foreign power intervention, gerrymandering, and voter suppression are their strategies. Now
more than ever, the actions of many elected leaders are heavily influenced by economically rich citizens and organizations. A worrying number of elected officials currently seem unequipped or disinterested in leading America back to a well-functioning democracy. The pursuit of American democratic values and the general of U.S. citizens is no longer their concern. It's up to us
citizens. I know there's a big debate about why Hillary lost, why Trump won. Comey, racism, sexism... it all mattered. What also mattered is that Hillary did not appeal to many Democrats. Many of the Democrats stayed at home, and some probably voted for the guy who said he agreed with Bernie on trade deals and railed against establishment politicians' ties to special interests.
Clinton supporters have directly denounced questioning her Democratic bona fides as an unfair purity test, but we're not talking about smaller political quibbles - these are big political things, core Democratic principles, and Clinton lets Trump move to the left of her on special interests and trade. He even promised to block the ATT/Time Warner merger (she didn't).  Now the
Democrats need a way forward. We need candidates who represent the police we stand for because it will drive enthusiasm and turnout. Democrats certainly couldn't find consensus on Sanders and Clinton's policies. Maybe we just disagree about what it means to be a Democrat.  Here are my six core values in the Democratic Party: This part is divided into two parts of
fundamental faith (Often referred to as core democratic values of elementary students.) and constitutional principles. Basic life of faith: A person's right to life cannot be violated, except whether your life or the life of others is threatened. Freedom: This includes personal freedom, political freedom and economic freedom. This is the freedom for people to gather in groups. They have
their own beliefs, ideas and opinions. People also have the right to express their opinions in public. Personal freedom - the right to think and act without government control. Political freedom - the right to participate in political process. Economic Freedom - the right to buy, sell and trade private property and the right to employment without the government interfering. The pursuit of
happiness: As long as you do not disturb others, you have the right to seek happiness in your own way. Common good: Working together for the welfare of the community or for the benefit of all. Justice: All people should be treated fairly in both the benefits and obligations of society. No person or group should be favored over another person or group. Gender equality: Everyone
has the right to political, legal, social and economic equality. Everyone has the right to the same treatment regardless of race, gender, religion, heritage or economic status. Diversity: The differences in culture, dress, language, heritage and religion are not only tolerated, but are celebrated as a strength. The truth: They should expect and demand that the government not lie to
them, and the government should disclose information to the people. The government and its people should not lie. Popular The power of the government comes from the people. The people are the ultimate authority over the government. Patriotism: The people or citizens show a love and devotion to their country and values. They can show this in words or by actions.
Constitutional principles of the rule of law: Both the people and the government must obey all laws. Separation of powers: The government's executive, legislative and legal branches should be separate institutions, so that no branch has all the power. Representative government: People have the right to choose others to represent them in government. Checks and balances: The
powers of the three branches of government, executive, legislative and judicial, should be balanced. No branch should be dominated. Each branch should have the power to control the actions of the other branches. Individual rights: Each person has a fundamental right to life, freedom, economic freedom and the pursuit of happiness. These rights are outlined in the Bill of Rights
and the government should protect those rights and not put undoing restrictions on them. Religious freedom: The right to practice some or no religion without persecution by the government. Federalism: The states and the federal government share power as outlined by the Constitution. Civilian control of the military: The people control the military to preserve democracy.
Democracy.
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